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Download the Park Map now

All you need to know about the Park at a glance!
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Tickets & Season Tickets

Book your ticket now and enjoy a day or a whole season filled with fun and excitement!
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Holiday by the Baltic Sea

Check out the accommodation available at HANSA-PARK Resort by the sea!
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Jobs at HANSA-PARK

We have plenty of exciting job opportunities for you in hospitality, tourism and leisure!
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The Oath of KÄRNAN


The Realms of the North
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Attractions>

Attractions at a glance>

Attraktionen Detailseite
The Oath of KÄRNAN - Beware of its spell!
With the launch of the family thrill ride “The Oath of KÄRNAN” in 2015 HANSA-PARK made roller coaster history: emerging from a 79m-high tower after a 67m first drop this hypercoaster speeds up to127 km/h on the 1,235m-long track. The reverse free fall from over 60m in the KÄRNAN tower is unique worldwide.

Since 2017 the worldwide unique reverse free fall in the dark has been even longer, more intense, more KÄRNAN -a true XXL experience! The free fall velocity rate has been more than doubled from about 5m/sec to roughly 11m/sec.

Be bound by the spell of KÄRNAN and experience a thrilling roller coaster ride with the whole family. Anyone taller than 130cm can hop on!
Visit us on YouTube!
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Ride Attraction with Photography Service


At this attraction, photos are made during the journey. Please avoid this ride if you do not want it.
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External content

You can watch a YouTube video here.
If you want to upload it, we need your consent.
By uploading the video, you accept YouTube’s privacy policy.

UPLOADING YOUTUBE CONTENT


By clicking on ‘upload YouTube content’ you agree to YouTube content being displayed.
Please note that personal data may be transmitted to third-party providers.
You will find more information on how YouTube collects and uses your data in YouTube’s privacy policy at
www.youtube.com.                                            
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Numbers, Data, Facts


	Fall height	67 m
	Height	73 m
	Number of inversions	1
	Length	1235 m
	Manufacturer	Gerstlauer Amusement Rides
	Model	Hypercoaster
	Seats overall	48
	Seats per unit	16
	Speed	127 km/h
	Year of construction	2015















The story                


The Legend of the Construction of KÄRNAN and the Origin of the Spell
Eons ago on a dark and moonless night in November, the old King of Denmark died an untimely death, stabbed by his closest confidants while hunting. He was succeeded on the throne by his son Erik, who was a mere 12 years old when he was crowned and began to rule over his father’s kingdom.
Erik swore his coronation oath -- and every oath thereafter during his reign-- “by all the holy men” -- ved alle hellige maend -- which earned him the name “Erik Menved”.
King Erik lived in tumultuous times. His father’s slayers had been banished. They became pirates who terrorized the coastal towns and villages of Denmark. They frightened the residents who feared for their homes and lives. But the young king was oblivious to the problems and worries of his subjects. Instead, he spent his time hosting costly and pompous tournaments and dreaming of conquering faraway countries.
Soon the King’s coffers began to run low as Erik sank deeper into his new lifestyle. He held even more costly tournaments than any king before him. When his funds were almost exhausted, he raised taxes and pledged parts of his kingdom to the nobles of other countries.
Then a famine broke out in Denmark, but the wasteful King refused to lower taxes. Instead, he had all uprisings put down and the rebellious peasants hanged in front of the city gates. He expected it to be a deterrent, but the nobles joined forces with the peasants and turned against the King. It was a massive rebellion, and King Erik was able to suppress it only with the help of foreign mercenaries.
Instead of acknowledging his errors, Erik felt threatened by his subjects and the neighboring kingdoms. He convened his court and proclaimed:
“Our enemies are lurking in the shadows and beyond our borders, but we will build a castle for ourselves and for Denmark -- a fortress so strong that our enemies will never be able to invade and destroy it! We swear, by all the holy men.”
The King summoned his old and wise master builder and entrusted him with the monumental task of building an invincible castle. The builder retreated to his chambers and remained there many months drawing plans for an enormous structure with a strong outer ring wall, a moat and drawbridge, countless defense works, and a king’s tower (“the keep”) larger and more majestic than the country had ever seen.
Inside the castle he planned for a splendid great hall for receptions, cozy private rooms, as well as spacious pantries and a deep well to ensure there would always be enough water and food for the castle inhabitants in the event of a siege. His life depended on it.
The crown jewel of the plan, however, was a cleverly thought out system of secret passageways in the walls of the fortress and a complex emergency system that would help the royal family escape, if need be.
When he saw the drawings, Erik Menved immediately realized his dream of becoming invincible was suddenly within his grasp. He ordered the construction of KÄRNAN to begin immediately.
The old master builder had seen many a king come and come during his long life -- both benevolent and cruel. But he had never experienced a king who placed his own well-being as far above that of his starving subjects as King Erik Menved did. While construction was progressing, the old man pondered how he could help the people of Denmark without breaking his oath to build an invincible fortress for the kingdom.
One night, while watching the inebriated King and his advisors playing dice and betting their riches, the master builder suddenly knew what to do. He hurried down to his archives and searched through the writings of his predecessors. He was looking for a special magic formula that would protect the tower while at the same time punishing the King for his cruelty and keeping him away from his people.
After seven years the tower was completed. The master builder stepped before Erik and said, “My King, the construction you ordered has been completed. The kingdom now has a fortress that is most likely unconquerable: KARNAN.”
King Erik Menved’s face froze. He fixed the master builder with a piercing stare. “Most likely unconquerable? Have I not publicly sworn and ordered you, under the penalty of death, to build a tower that is invincible forever and ever?”
“Yes, my Ruler, you certainly did. And this castle is more secure and stronger than any fortress ever built. Yet I do not dare mention a dangerous thing such as a protective spell in your presence.”
“Tell me about this protective spell that you have not mentioned to me,” the King demanded. “Would it make KÄRNAN invincible?”
“Yes, my King, that it would. But I must warn you: the old scriptures are a dangerous game. Their impact is high, but the price to pay may be higher still.” And he pulled out from his bag a large roll of parchment and carefully held it up. It was inscribed:
“Once read out loud, a powerful spell will be cast over the tower that will hit all those who intend to attack, threaten, or approach KÄRNAN with the air to conquer it. The spell will destroy them. My King, though this magic formula would make the fortress invincible, it comes with a high price!”
Greedily, King Erik Menved wrested the scroll from the canny old master builder. “I will pay it. I shall raise the taxes,” the King said. Little did he know that he would have to pay a much higher price when he, blinded by the prospect of power, uttered, “I will take the risk -- by all the holy men!”
He quickly unrolled the parchment and spoke the age-old magic formula to protect the tower. But with every word he spoke, it was as if a piece of his innermost soul was torn from him and flung towards the tower, penetrating its walls and sinking deep down to its core where the spell unfolded.
The King had hardly finished speaking when he looked as if he had aged by twenty or thirty years. His skin had become wrinkled and ashen, his glance unsteady and empty.
King Erik Menved died soon afterwards, but in death he had fulfilled his oath and given the kingdom an unconquerable fortress.
From then on, the design of the castle and the power of the spell protected KÄRNAN from all attacks and dangers. No army was able to conquer it. No enemy ever invaded it, and all those who tried met with misfortune and death.
The King, however, forced to protect KÄRNAN forever by the clever trick of the master builder, will find salvation only by an act of kindness he had never shown while still alive.
 
                














safety instructions





Ride Description                            


High speed roller coaster featuring sudden drops, vertical ascent, backward free-fall, vertical descent, quick turns and a heartline roll. Ride includes periods of darkness with light and sound effects.
If the train comes to a stop during the experience passengers are to remain seated until being told to exit or escorted by staff. Passengers may have to exit out of a banking position having to use steep stairs at a maximum of appr. 73 meters height. The escorted exit may take up to 45 minutes.
                            





Height and Age restrictions                            






Children alone




min.                                                            

130                                                                cm                                                            







Accompanied by an adult




min.                                                            

130                                                                cm                                                            













	130 cm or taller.














Access restrictions                            




	Due to the nature of the experience you should be in good health and of sufficiently strong muscles. The following persons are not permitted on the ride:

	Persons with back or neck problems or other conditions that may be aggrevated by this ride.

	Persons with high blood pressure and / or heart problems.

	Persons with a pacemaker.

	Expectant mothers.

	Persons unable to obtain a safe sitting position due to physical shape or size, limited mobility, physical handicaps, protheses and amputations. Persons unable to exit the attraction without assistance.

	Persons unable to psychologically cope with the experience of the ride.

	Persons under the influence of alcohol, drugs or psychopharmaceuticals.














Behavioural advice                            




	Maximum 4 people per row.

	Sit calmly and upright during the ride and hold on to bars.

	Lean head against head support.

	Hair longer than shoulder-length must be tucked into clothing or secured by hairnets.

	It is not permitted to stick out arms and/or legs or stand up or lean out during the ride.

	Proper attire and footwear required.

	No umbrellas, (walking) sticks, sharp or bulky objects.

	For safety reasons loose items are not permitted. In particular cameras, mobile phones and other loose items that could fall out and endanger passengers or other guests. Such items are to be removed or stowed away safely before the ride.

	Items such as scarves, loose clothing and shawls that could work loose and wrap themselves around wheels and axles and cause injury to the wearer or cause the vehicle to come to a stop need to be removed or stowed away safely, for instance by a balaclava, so that they do not pose any kind of risk. HANSA-PARK is unable to control if loose items are safely secured or stowed away. If these items are not removed or safely secured - clearly visible to anyone - persons will be denied to ride without compensation. HANSA-PARK accepts no responsibility for items that are removed or taken onto the ride.

	Exit after every ride.

	No food nor drink.

	No animals.

	No smoking.

	Photos are being taken during the ride. If you wish not to be photographed please avoid this ride.

	The entire site is monitored by cameras.














Other notes                            




	Before you use the attraction, please note the ride description, safety warnings, possible access restrictions and how to behave in a safe manner posted at the entrance to the attraction.

	The use of our ride attractions by adults is not generally subject to any weight restrictions. However, you must be able to properly close all safety bars and other safety devices so that you can sit in a regular sitting position.

	A test seat is available at the ride entrance before you get in the queue.
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Themed Area

The Realms of the North


View now

















An award-winning experience
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